
Expect Low Hay Yields from Dryland Fields 

  

 Drought took its toll on hay yields everywhere last year.  Unfortunately, yield prospects may be even worse 

this year.  Stick around. 

 

If you grow dryland alfalfa, you probably saw your fields run out of water and stop growing at some point 

last year.  When this happens, the future generally isn't very bright for these fields. 

 

Alfalfa roots can grow very deep - 10 to 15 feet isn't unusual for older dryland fields.  This enables it to tap 

into subsoil moisture that previous crops could not reach.  As a result, growth and yield during the first 

several years is supported by both rainfall and subsoil moisture. 

 

But there is a limit to the amount of subsoil moisture available.  And many dryland hay fields, especially 

those that were three years old or older, exhausted their supply during last year's drought. 

 

What does this mean?  Well, it mainly means that hay yields this summer will be determined mostly by how 

much rain falls and gets into the soil during the growing season.  And unless we receive much more than 

average rainfall, dryland hay yields will be lower. 

 

Consider this - it takes about six inches of water getting into the soil to grow each ton of alfalfa hay.  If you 

get real lucky, 90 percent of the rain you receive will actually end up in your soil.  And most growers lose at 

least twenty percent of the potential yield due to losses during harvest.  Putting these numbers together, it 

could take at least 25 inches of rain just to yield three tons of hay. 

 

That's if all goes well.  So be prepared.  Chances of renewing your hay supply just from existing dryland 

alfalfa fields is pretty low.  Keep track and adjust management as needed. 
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